If A =D+E where D is the matrix of diagonal elements of A , then when A has some multiple or very close eigenvalues E has certain characteristic properties. These properties are considered both for hermitian and nonhermitian A . The properties are important in connexion with several algorithms for diagonalizing matrices by similarity transformations.
Introduction:
In a number of algorithms for finding eigenvalues of a matrix Al, the latter is reduced by an iterative sequence of similarity transformations to almost diagonal form. When Al has a multiple eigenvalue this is true of all the transforms (assuming exact computation). We are interested then in the nature of almost diagonal matrices with multiple eigenvalues. It turns out that such matrices have special characteristics which are of considerable interest as regards the convergence of iterative procedures for reducing a matrix to diagonal form.
The Hermitian Case:
We first consider hermitian matrices with multiple eigenvalues. Let us permute the rows and columns of A similarly so that the a.. 11 associated with the hl eigenvalues are the first r.
Without loss of generality we can assume this was true originally and with appropriate numbering of the remaining n-r eigenvalues inequality (2) becomes
We write F G A= c I GT H where F is an rxr matrix.
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If the eigenvalues of H are hi+l,...,h/n then since the off-diagonal elements of H are a subset of those of E , we have by the Wielandt-Hoffman theorem [4] with appropriate numbering of the ki c" (Ci-aii)' 5 c2 .
r+l A Hence
.I ii-hi I I = h/i-aii+aii-hi and k-7)
The matrix H-h11 is therefore non-singular, i.e. it is of rank n-r . Now since A has hl as a r-fold root it, too, is of rank n-r . We shall show that this means that F is especially related to G and H .
A-h11 =
We partition A-h11 in the form (2.10)
If we premultiply A-hlI by i h (2.11) : L its rank is unaltered and hence the derived matrix is also of rank n-r . Since H-h11
is already i this can be true only if
f L Now the elements of G are a subset of those of E and hence
where R is unitary. Hence from the unitary invariance of the Frobenius norm and from (2.9) and (2.15)
We see then that the diagonal elements of F differ from hl by quantities bounded by E2/6 and its off-diagonal elements aare bounded by E2/6 . When E < < 6 this means that the largest off-diagonal element of A is never found in F , the matrix with the diagonal with two elements tending to the same multiple root.
This simple observation removes a difficulty in demonstrating that the classical Jacobi method is always ultimately quadratically convergent [6, 9, 10, 141. A similar remark applies to the serial Jacobi method if a-threshold strategy is used [8] , If at any L stage the element which is annihilated is chosen to be one which is not small compared with the current norm of off-diagonal elements then this ensures that from a certain stage the annihilated element will not be associated with two diagonal elements tending to the same multiple root.
In practice when a transformation is made on a matrix having multiple roots, the transformed matrix merely has very close roots because of rounding errors. In discussing the convergence of the Jacobi method the quantity minlhi-hjI is of great importance and the presence of very close roots would appear to be serious. We now show that this is not so. 
value are bounded by E2/6 and are th erefore well below the level of the largest off-diagonal elements when c < C 6 .
The result is at first sight surprising since the condition of the eigenvalue problem of A seems not to be involved. Indeed a result may be proved which is only marginally weaker even when A is defective (though not as far as h 1 is concerned). In this respect it is the hypothesis \\~ll, 5 E which is deceptive0 If B has an ill-conditioned eigenvalue problem then in order to derive a similarity transformation X"B X = A such that A is almost diagonal with I\E\\, less than a prescribed quantity we shall, in general, have to work to higher precision if B is ill-conditioned than if it is well-conditioned. In the hermitian case the hy$othesis does not have this deceptive feature.
5s Pathologically close roots in non-hermitian case:
The deceptive nature of the result becomes apparent as soon as we consider the effect of very close roots, Assume now that A is non-defective and let X be a matrix having as its columns n independent eigenvectors of A . Then we have
Using a similar notation to that in paragraph 3 we have in the case of r very close roots
where B now has an r-fold root, In the hermitian case X is unitary and Ilc\\, = jj~~j\~ , but now all we can say is and if the computed system is accurate g is small, and with
good procedures for calculating R and X% a bound is obtained for \\S-311 which is small compared with l\Ell (note g is computed explicitly but a bound for the norm only is determined for S-s ). The matrix sum on the right of (6.3) is therefore an almost dragonal matrix which is exactly similar to A . Now when A has a multiple root corresponding to a linear divisor our result shows that provided 3 is small where f ij = -Xjeij+Le.. 1 iJ
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We see that the elements f.. is zero whenever hi = h. . This result has been amply confirmed in practise, multiple eigenvalues being found, in general, to the same high precision as well-separated eigenvalues, 
